Abstract. The problem of estimating the subsample time delay between two noise-corrupted narrowband signals is considered. Signi cant improvements to two previously proposed estimators, the MXS and MSX, are made. The performance of the revised estimators are assessed through simulation over a range from -10 to 20 dBs, with four well-known estimators, two of which are asymptotically maximum likelihood (the direct correlator and the average square di erence function) and the other two are windowed versions of them (the generalised cross-correlator and generalised least squares). Also, the estimators are applied to ultrasonic experimental data at three di erent SNR. At low SNR, the MXS/MSX estimators are shown to exhibit a signi cant reduction in the variance of the estimates.
Introduction
Time delay estimation (TDE) between noisy signals which are received at two or more sensors is a signal processing problem of considerable importance, and nds applications in many direction of arrival (DOA) and range estimation problems (including source localization and target tracking), in several practical areas such as underwater sonar, radar and ultrasonics in biomedicine 1].
Classical TDE is mostly based on the assumption that the reference signal arises from a wideband stochastic process rather than being narrowband and deterministic. For the case of a deterministic reference signal, the classical methods are generally based on second order statistics 5], notably computing the lag for which the cross-correlation between the reference and the delayed signal is maximum. Another popular method involves the minimisation of the squared error (a least squares approach) between the signals for di erent lags. Variations of both techniques exist. The two correlation-based methods studied here are the direct correlator (DC) estimator 6] and the generalised cross-correlator (GCC) estimator 7] . The two least squares techniques featured here are the average square di erence function (ASDF) estimator 6] and the generalised least squares (GLS) estimator 8]. The DC and ASDF estimators correspond to the maximum likelihood estimators for the problem. The GCC and GLS estimators are maximum likelihood estimators for the Gaussian signal in Gaussian noise problem|it is of interest to gauge how well these estimators will perform for non-random reference signals. Two further estimators (MXS and MSX, where the \M" stands for match, and the \XS" and \SX" imply whetherĈ xs 2 orĈ sx 2 are used in the matching process), introduced previously 9], are also considered. This paper is organised as follows. The problem at hand is introduced in the next section, and the standard estimators used are brie y summarised in Section 3. Sections 4-5 detail the simulation setup and the resulting evidence used to improve the MXS and MSX estimators. In Sections 6-7, the comparative performance of all six estimators are shown. Section 8 discusses scope for MXS/MSX further improvements.
The Time Delay Estimation Problem

Background
Consider the mathematical model of the discrete-time, noisy signals x(n) and s(n) received by two sensors, shown below:
x(n) = r(n) + gx(n) s(n) = r(n ? D) + gs(n) (1) The x(n) consists of a reference signal, r(n), and Gaussian noise, gx(n), while the s(n)
consists of the time delayed version of the reference signal, r(n ? D), and Gaussian noise, gs(n). Additionally let us assume that the noise signals are uncorrelated with each other and with the reference signal. The objective of the TDE is to estimate the time delay, D, from the knowledge of x(n) and s(n), as well as some assumptions about the reference signal and noise characteristics. One speci c problem, common to all methods, is the severe degradation of performance at low SNR for TDE of narrowband signals. This so-called threshold phenomenon 3] 4] has been studied extensively but in low SNR, estimates are subject to ambiguities arising from the periodic nature of the cross-correlation function as there are many local maxima of comparable magnitude. Ambiguities can be resolved by the careful choice of the search space (or value constraints) for the estimate.
For low SNR conditions, e cient estimators do not exist in general and conventional techniques for nding e cient estimators 5] are fairly redundant. Approximately or asymptotically e cient estimators are probably the best one can hope for|i.e. the maximum likelihood estimator 5], which is asymptotically e cient but not e cient for nite data lengths as such is the case here. Thus it is necessary to search for alternative estimators which may only be found via non-conventional techniques.
Application
One speci c application is considered in this paper: surface characterization using ultrasound. One transmits narrowband ultrasound reference signals, aimed at the surface under test, and then receives the echoes, which are noise corrupted, time-delayed versions of the reference signals. From the time delay measurements, it is then possible to calculate the distance between the transmitter and the re ection point on the surface. The procedure can be repeated to obtain full surface characterization. However, in practice, dynamic uctuations of the medium cause the echoes re ected from the same point on the surface to take slightly di erent times to arrive at the receiver. Estimation of subsample delays is required to compensate for these e ects. For all active TDE scenarios there usually exists some a priori knowledge about the reference signal. Such a priori knowledge may be the signal bandwidth, centre frequency f c , or the general signal shape. In this paper, an ultrasonic signal is used, but really the choice of narrowband reference signal is arbitrary. It is demonstrated later that knowledge of the signal centre frequency is su cient for accurate TDE.
Standard Estimators
A common way to estimate the time delay is to search for the global extremum of some statistical function of the observed signals (so-called classical TDE). The basic foundation stones for many methods are the autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions. Given the two time series|fx(n); n = 0; 1; : : : ; (N ? 1)g and fs(n); n = 0; 1; : : : ; (N ? 1)g|the autocorrelation of x(n) can be expressed as C xx 2 ( ) = Efx(n)x(n + )g, where Ef:g is the expectation operator, and this can be calculated from the unbiased estimator C xx 2 ( ) = 1 N ?
whereas the cross-correlation, C xs 2 ( ) = Efx(n)s(n + )g, can be expressed aŝ C xs 2 ( ) = 1 N ?
The other cross-correlation, C sx 2 ( ) can be evaluated from C sx 2 ( ) = 1 N ?
Under the conditions of a narrowband signal, the autocorrelation function is an oscillatory even function with peaks at kf s =f c with the peak at zero lag being the largest; the magnitudes of peaks decrease as lag increases. The cross-correlation is similar but with peaks at D kf s =f c depending on which cross-correlation is used.
Peak location methods (the DC, GCC, ASDF and GLS estimators) attempt to identify an extremum at the point , an estimate of D, in some statistical function R( ). As the true value of D is not, in general, an integer, the estimate may be improved by the well-known parabolic t approach 6], where the lag m is located for which R( m ) is either a maximum (for the DC and GCC estimators) or a minimum (for the ASDF and GLS estimators). 
This will be used for all peak location methods once a value for m has been found. 
where j xs j 2 = jP xs =( p P xx p P ss )j 2 is the magnitude squared coherence of the signals x(n) and s(n). This window e ectively inversely weights the samples of the power spectral densityP xs according to the variability of those estimates (i.e. more variable estimates are given less weight). Let us de ne, for this paper, that the GCC estimator is equal to (6) with the window (7). Now, the estimated time delayD GCC , is given by the value of the time lag that maximises the value ofR GCC ( ), i.e.D GCC = arg maxfR GCC ( )g:
GLS estimator
This method 8] attempts to minimise phase di erences with the introduction of a maximum likelihood (ML) window (as for the GCC estimator, this is the maximum likelihood window for the case of a stationary Gaussian signal in Gaussian noise).
The method makes use of the fact that the cross spectral density estimate P xs (!) = P rr (!) exp(j ) in zero noise, where the true phase = ?!D. By introducing noise, the measured phase is di erent from the true phase and is modelled as where the power spectral density calculation uses an FFT length of M+2. The disturbance term (m), which is a random variable, accounts for the errors in phase caused by the noise signals gx(n) and gs(n), the e ects of nite record length and computational inaccuracies. The mean squared error function may be de ned
where the ML window GLS , which di ers slightly from GCC , is
Thus, the GLS estimator is de ned asD GLS = arg min fR GLS ( )g:
Simulation Notes
A variety of simulation experiments, conducted using MATLAB on Unix-based SUN workstations, were undertaken. The reference signal (an ultrasonic echo) has been modelled as a \decaying" cosine wave in the form of r(n) = AnT s exp(? n 2 T 2 s ) cos(2 f c nT s ) where A is the amplitude, controls the rate of decay, and f c is the centre frequency.
Following parameter values were used in the simulations|A = 7:10 5 Vs ?1 , = 10 10 s ?2 , and f c = 10 6 Hz, T s = 50:10 ?9 s (corresponding to a sampling frequency of 20 MHz).
All of the simulations were conducted using additive zero-mean, uncorrelated Gaussian noise. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) has been de ned SNR(in dB) = 10 log 10
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For the chosen time delay D, the time-delayed signal r(n ? D) is constructed by upsampling, time-shifting r(n) accordingly and downsampling. 1000 samples were used to make up r(n) and r(n ? D), and 1000 samples of N(0; 2 ) were added, where 2 is equal to 2 gx = 2 gs , the variances of the noise signals gx(n) and gs(n). Figure 1 shows examples of reference signals used in the simulations. The reference signal in Figure  1 (a) is noise-free (SNR=1 dB) and the one in Figure 1 (b) is contaminated by noise (SNR={5 dB).
Review and extensions of MXS and MSX estimators
These estimators have the advantage that they do not try to nd any one extremum, in permitting many separate time delay estimates to be found which may then be combined to produce a single robust time delay estimate. The estimators utilise both the autocorrelations and the cross-correlations of the observed signals.
Considering the MXS estimator, rstly it is obvious from (1), (2) and (3) 
A number of values for xs should be chosen, and a corresponding number of values ofD MXS evaluated, which should be averaged to obtain one robust estimate of the time delay D. This is the key point of the method|one resorts to averaging several delay estimates which individually are of higher variance than an estimate found by the DC estimator, for example. Through the averaging process it is hoped to reduce the variance of the MXS/MSX estimate below that of other estimators.
The MSX estimator is de ned in much the same way as the MXS estimator, but instead of using the cross-correlation estimate ofĈ xs 2 , the cross-correlationĈ sx 2 is used to determine the estimateD MSX . In this case, EfĈ sx 2 ( )g = C rr 2 ( + D), and therefore for a given sx , once xx is evaluated from (14) for f D =Ĉ sx 2 ( sx ), the estimated time delay is given byD MSX = xx ? sx .
The various aspects of MXS/MSX estimation will now be considered individually.
Ambiguity resolution
Suppose we follow the MXS procedure as above and try to match particular values of the correlation function corresponding to our choices of xs . It is clear that there will be many close values due to both noise and the periodicity of the cross correlation function. Through knowledge of the reference signal centre frequency, we are in a position to resolve the ambiguity due to the correlation function periodicity. To achieve this, one needs more information about the neighbourhood of the chosen point, speci cally the gradient at that point. If we choose xs and then compute the gradient at that point, which is approximated by we know we should be looking for matches in regions ofĈ xx 2 with a positive gradient, and vice versa. This method is not infallible as only an approximation of the gradient is known. But the method is simple and, in combination with the median ltering proposed in Section 5.5, appears to be fairly robust (cf Section 6).
Search space constraints
The procedure to resolve some ambiguities as outlined above is insu cient to ensure with high probability that the resultant estimate is close to the true one|due to possible matches at multiples of the centre frequency. In this paper we restrict our search to ? fs 2fc T s to fs 2fc T s (corresponding to -10 to 10 T s ) which resolves this ambiguity, but constrains us in the way that only time delays within this small range may be accurately estimated. For our application, the range of propagation is small so only a small variation in time delay estimates is expected, so this is justi able. For other applications in which longer time delays may occur, algorithms to di erentiate between correct matches and spurious matches must be incorporated into the MXS/MSX algorithms.
Choice of number of values of xs or sx
To use the MXS (or MSX) estimator, the number of values of xs (or sx ) to be employed, n, must be determined, which will give a set of delay estimates fD i g; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. Intuitively, choosing too small a value of n may not o er much or indeed any improvement over other estimators. Choosing too large a value may mean many values of fD i g are poor estimates due to noise and ambiguities. For example, the peaks of the correlation function are likely to be good estimates, so the further one is away from the peaks, the worse the MXS/MSX estimates. Also, there is a practical maximum limit for n in the form of the search space (see above). Hence, the following practical limits may be speci ed for n: 3 n f s =f c (16) Figure 2 shows the bias (EfD MSX g ? D) and variance of the MXS estimator as n varies. It should be noted that there is no optimal value of n that can be deduced from these simulations. But what is clearer from these simulations is that small values of n do indeed give poor results, and the more values of n you take, the lower the variance of the delay estimate. There is also a di erence between odd and even values of n. For even values, the bias of the delay estimate is slightly more favourable. With this being the case, it is plainly evident that an even number of n should be taken. From the empirical observations, an even value of n between 10 and 20 seems appropriate. The value of n was chosen to be 10 for the rest of the simulations.
Robust estimation
The method of combining the estimates, say fD i g, to produce a robust estimate, sayD R , should be de ned. Simply taking the mean may induce errors as the mean is sensitive to outliers. With the search space constraints we can be sure that the incorrect matches are due purely to noise and not the oscillatory nature of the correlation function (this argument is for low signal-to-noise ratios). Ideally, we want to identify the values fD r g corresponding to incorrect matches which should be rejected, leaving the subset fD s g from which the nal delay estimateD R should be calculated. One measure of location which is bias robust in the presence of outliers is the median 10]. The median of the set fD i g is more likely to give a good estimate of the true time delay, and is used in the simulations in this paper. 5.5. Summary
In this paper, the search space has been chosen to be -10 to +10. Hence, the method can only be used for time delays within the range -10T s to +10T s . This section of the autocorrelation function contains one peak in the noiseless case, with ambiguity on each side resolved by using the sign of the gradient. The value of n was chosen to be 10. The median of the n estimates of D was taken to be the estimated value.
6. Comparative performances of estimators
Fixed delays
To compare the performance of the six estimators, the biases of the time delay estimates from the MXS, MSX, ASDF, DC, GCC and GLS estimators versus the SNR in dB for the true time delay of 0.1 T s are shown in Figure 3 (a) . It can be seen that all estimators are unbiased at high SNR apart from the GLS estimator, which is obviously a poor choice of estimator for this application. The variances of the estimators versus the SNR for the true time delay of 0.1 T s are displayed in Figure 3 (b). At high SNR, the unbiased estimators show similar performance. The real di erence between the estimators is evident for low SNR ( 5 dB)|it can be seen that the MXS and MSX estimators have lower variance. It should be noted that the search space limit e ectively puts an upper bound on the variance, which explains the approximately constant GLS variance. Figure 4 (a) presents the biases of the time delay estimates from the MXS, MSX, ASDF, DC, GCC and GLS estimators versus the SNR in dB for the true time delay of 0.9 T s . Variances of the estimators versus the SNR for the true time delay of 0.9 T s are displayed in Figure 4(b) . Again, the GLS estimator exhibits very poor performance, while the other ve estimators have comparable means and variances at high SNR, with the MXS and MSX o ering an improvement in variance for SNR 5 dB.
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For a time delay of 2 T s , the biases for the six estimators versus the SNR in dB are shown in Figure 5 (a) and the variances are displayed in Figure 5(b) . The GLS estimator shows very poor performance. The variances of the estimators in the SNR range of -10 to 10 dB indicate that the MXS and MSX estimators show superior performance to the other four, and the GCC method has slightly lower variance than the DC and ASDF estimators|but exhibits a slight negative bias as for the true time delay of 0.9 T s . Contrary to the ndings in 9], the MXS/MSX estimators are not inferior to the DC and ASDF estimator for high SNR (15{20dB). The MXS/MSX estimators exhibit the same performance as the ML estimator for high SNR and better performance at lower SNR.
The GCC estimator, suprisingly, has a lower variance (for SNR 10 dB) than the DC or ASDF estimators|when it is not the ML estimator for this situation. However, the bias of the GCC appears to be worse than that of the DC or ASDF estimators for the true time delays of 0.9 T s and for 2.0 T s . For the case when the true time delay is 0.1 T s , the GCC estimator is unbiased and appears superior in terms of variance to the DC and ASDF.
The GLS estimator displays the poorest performance, and this is due to the inaccuracy of the assumptionP xs (!) =P rr (!) exp(?j!D + ) in noise. In fact, the GLS estimator is unbiased for very high SNR but su ers the threshold e ect at around an SNR of 35 dB. At this high SNR level, the other estimators still have a lower variance, so the GLS should not be selected as a time delay estimator under any deterministic signal in noise scenario. 6.2. Non-speci c delays The previous simulations have been performed with speci c values for the time delay. In order to analyse performance over a broader range of possible time delays, 1000 time delays have been randomly generated, using a uniform probability distribution, between 0 and T s for each of the di erent values of SNR ranging from -10 dB to 20 dB. Similarly, to indicate any di erences between estimating delays close to zero and longer delays, another 1000 time delays are uniformly randomly generated between T s and 2T s . The estimation results are shown in table 1. Each pair of numbers in the tables of the results for a particular estimator at a speci c SNR represents the mean of the di erences between the true time delays and the corresponding estimates of the time delays, and the standard deviation of these di erences.
It is clear that for the MXS and MSX estimators, the results are almost identical, as one may expect, and unbiased. The standard deviations of the DC and ASDF estimators for SNR 0 dB are roughly twice the standard deviation of the MXS or MSX estimator. The GCC method has slightly less standard deviation than the ASDF or DC estimator but is biased. The GLS estimator exhibits post-threshold behaviour. In essence, the MXS/MSX estimators appear to be unbiased irrespective of the delay.
All of the simulations presented so far indicate the improvement in performance that can be gained by using the MXS or MSX methods over conventional techniques. 7 . Results using real ultrasonic data
Experimental Background
The experimental data have been obtained by using equipment designed for nondestructive testing, using two air-coupled ultrasonic transducers, a transmitter and receiver, as documented in 9]. Five-cycle 560 kHz tone bursts of 50, 100 and 200 mV amplitude from a function generator went into a high power ampli er which in turn drove the ultrasound transmitter at 10 V, 20 V and 40 V respectively. The re ected signals were detected by the receiving transducer, and recorded using a digital oscilloscope via a low noise ampli er.
By adjusting the amplitude of the signal at the function generator, it was possible to change the SNR of the signal at the receiver. However, given the experimental setup, it was not possible to go much below the 50 mV amplitude, and hence the lowest achieved SNR corresponded to this value. For each of the voltage amplitudes, 26 signals were realised and obtained (2000 samples per signal). Such a signal is depicted in gure 6.
An attempt was made to estimate the SNR from the data. The variance of the noise was calculated from isolated sections of the data in which there appeared no signal content. The SNR was then computed by subtracting the estimated noise variance from the variance of the noisy signal, and then dividing by the estimated noise variance (and converting to dBs). The 50 mV, 100 mV and 200 mV signals corresponded to approximately 3 dB, 8 dB and 13 dB.
Analysis of Experimental Data
An example of a received ultrasonic echo is shown in Figure 6 . There is a distinct low frequency baseline present in the signal, which was not assumed in the simulations. A linear phase, 151-tap equiripple FIR highpass lter (with the cuto at 40 kHz and using the Parks-McClellan method 11]) was applied to the data to remove the baseline. The lter needed to be linear phase so as to not alter the relative time delay between signal realisations. Using the set of 26 signals for each of the three values of SNR, the rst one was used as the reference signal x(n) and the time delays between the rst one and the other 25 signals were estimated using all six estimators.
The experimental results are summarised in table 2. Each pair of numbers at a particular SNR represents the mean and standard deviation of the time delay estimates for the corresponding estimator. At each of the three SNR values the averages of the MXS, MSX, DC and ASDF estimates are all consistent with each other. The mean of the GCC estimates appears to be lower than these values|as previous simulations showed that the GCC estimator had a negative bias. The GLS estimates have been seen before to perform the worst. Out of the estimates that closely agree, the MXS and MSX estimates possess the lowest standard deviation in all cases|but more noticeably at 50 mV and 100 mV (low SNR), as may be expected from the previous simulations. The experimental results con rm what has been observed in simulations.
Extending the MXS/MSX estimators
One of the advantages of the MXS/MSX estimators is that one may choose how \robust" they are (by varying n). However, using the present set-up, n is limited by the search space as of course one may not expect to nd correct matches for a value outside the search space. But, in fact, with a slight change to the estimators, this is in fact possible. E ectively, n may be set to any value. This may be achieved by dividing up the oscillatory cross-correlation function into sections of length f s =f c (that is, so that each section is the same size as the search space, containing one peak). Values of xs are then taken around peaks on a number of sections p, and the matching algorithm is adjusted to search for matches in the corresponding section ofĈ xx 2 . As a result, we have np estimates of D which may be combined to obtain a more robust estimate.
This proposal is justi ed by the following fact. As long as one takes n values around a peak and matches it with the corresponding peak inĈ xx 2 , the variance of the delay estimate obtained from this peak is approximately the same as if the peak of highest magnitude were used (as is the case for conventional MXS/MSX), up to a point. The further one is away from the largest peak, the higher the variance of the estimate| which is what one may expect intuitively anyway. But what is surprising is that for peaks adjacent to the largest one, the variances are comparable, even for di erent SNR (see gure 7 which shows that the variance of the estimate is approximately constant for a given SNR). This implies we can utilise many values of xs with no matching ambiguities, to make our estimate more robust.
Conclusions
Two recently proposed estimators, the MXS and MSX, have been discussed and improvements to them have been suggested. From simulated studies, the variance of the improved MXS/MSX estimators, at low SNR, appear to exhibit superior performance to the maximum likelihood estimator (the DC or ASDF), for subsample TDE. Several aspects of MXS/MSX estimation have been discussed and the estimation algorithm has been put on a steady foundation. Performance of the MXS/MSX estimators has been compared with the DC, ASDF, GCC and GLS estimators demonstating the clear advantages of using MXS/MSX estimators. The GLS estimator has been found to be totally unsuitable for the problem at hand|but the GCC estimator performance improves upon the DC/ASDF in terms of variance (albeit slightly biased). The ndings have been veri ed by applying the estimators to ultrasonic echo data. Further scope for the improvement of the MXS/MSX estimators has been highlighted. 
